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MADISON - In his biennial budget address, Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker had a chance to
reverse the policies that caused so much unrest and recall elections in his first two years in
office. Instead of moving to represent all of us, he chose to double down on his commitment to
national right wing interest groups over the people of Wisconsin.

Governor Walker laid out a budget that favors corporate campaign donors and out-of-state
special interests, at the expense of Wisconsin’s middle class families. While he has spent the
past several months paying lip service to moderation, this latest budget proves that all that talk
was just talk. There is more of the same policies that have Wisconsin ranked 42nd in the nation
in job growth and 2nd to last in economic growth prospects.

Such priorities in Wisconsin as education, health care and jobs-creating infrastructure continue
to face a deficit under Scott Walker and his budget. There was no attempt to provide a stronger
education system by refunding the devastating cuts of last session to ensure our children have
access to a quality education. He also did not provide for a stronger BadgerCare system, fully
funded and truly covering 175,000 more working Wisconsinites. Finally, the budget missed a
middle class jobs plan that increases access to worker training, access to capital for small
businesses and incentivizes buying Wisconsin and buying American.

Scott Walker must think our memories are short and that, by making miniscule investments in
schools, tech colleges and job training we won't remember that he slashed those same
programs to the bone just two years ago. Will Wisconsin voters give the Governor credit for
investing a penny where two years ago he cut a dollar?

Scott Walker’s new budget continues to short change public education, harm job creation, grow
the debt and weaken the economic security of Wisconsin’s middle class. The following is a short
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summary of some of the issues.

ON JOBS

Despite the undying work ethic of Wisconsin’s middle class families, our state is last in the
Midwest in virtually every economic indicator while neighboring states enjoy a robust recovery.

This budget fails to introduce any substantive economic development programs and throws
chump change at worker training after $72 million in cuts in the last budget

Now, in the face of historic failure, Walker is wasting taxpayer dollars on an $11 million
propaganda campaign to make people believe we are doing well instead of fixing the problem

In the face of a crucial skills gap, Scott Walker chose to cut Wisconsin back to vocational
technical funding at 1989 levels. His current budget does not fix the damage already done.

Not only have jobs left Wisconsin under Scott Walker’s watch, wages and standards of living
have diminished as well.

ON HEALTH CARE

Scott Walker’s budget prevents tens of thousands of people from getting access to healthcare.

Walker’s policies may play well in right-wing circles, but the reality is the cost of care in
Wisconsin will be higher and fewer will have access to it.
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By saddling Wisconsin with $250 million more in health care costs by turning away Medicaid
expansion, and by deep cuts to BadgerCare and aid to seniors, Walker is ensuring that
taxpayers will pay more for health care and more out-of-pocket.

ON EDUCATION/VOUCHERS

Through the budget process, Walker has already cut more than $1.6 billion from public
education. This budget does nothing to repair the damage to our schoolchildren and
Wisconsin’s competitiveness in a global marketplace.

The proposed budget increase for education would not add a single dollar, a single penny to the
classrooms. Wisconsin school districts would continue to operate under the same funding levels
and the increase in funds will just relieve some of the local tax levies.

Scott Walker’s voucher plan takes your tax money to pay for the wealthy to attend private
schools and leave the public schools to fail.

Weakening public schools in the midst of a jobs crisis by funneling money to private schools can
only continue Wisconsin’s downward economic spiral, which has us lagging nationally in job
growth.

By expanding vouchers for private schools, Scott Walker is punishing public schools, rewarding
out-of-state donors, and harming our children.

ON THE STATE INCOME TAX

Scott Walker is masking a tax cut that would disproportionately benefit the wealthiest by calling
it a middle class tax cut.
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A true middle class tax cut would not give the biggest breaks to those making over $200,000 a
year as Governor Walker’s proposal is expected to do

Democrats support giving Wisconsin’s middle class families a tax break, but Governor Walker’s
proposal is not that. It does not call for shared sacrifice and for everyone to pay their fair share.

ON TRANSPORTATION SPENDING

Walker is seeking $6.4 billion in new transportation spending even as Wisconsin suffers record
debt under his fiscal mismanagement. He plans on paying for this special interest giveaway by
the irresponsible sale of public assets.

To pay for his new transportation spending, Walker is conducting a firesale of Wisconsin assets
to his corporate benefactors.

ON THE WAR ON WOMEN

By defunding women’s health clinics such as Planned Parenthood, Walker has continued the
“War on Women” that treats women as second-class citizens.

Because of his ideologically-driven cuts, Walker has left thousands of rural women without
access to birth control, cervical cancer screenings and other forms of life-saving health care.

Additionally, Walker’s refusal to restore wage equity protections shows an alarming lack of
compassion for women who do not receive equal pay for equal work.

ON INNOVATION
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Scott Walker’s claim that his historic cuts to education, infrastructure and health care are
“innovations” is false. What Walker is doing is part of the same old ideology that rewards
corporate benefactors and ideological fellow travelers at the expense of workers, seniors, the
middle class and the most vulnerable.
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